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---

**summary**

The image of the range of a subgroup of a group \( x \) under a binary homomorphism from \( x \) to a group \( y \) is the range of a subgroup of \( y \).

---

**derivation**

Lemma.

\[ \text{In[5]} := \text{SubstTest[implies, and\{member[v, GROUPS], member[y, GROUPS], member[u, binhom[v, y]], member[range[u], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y]]]], \{u \rightarrow \text{composite[t, id[w]]}, v \rightarrow \text{composite[x, id[cart[w, w]]]}} \}} \]

\[ \text{Out[5]} = \text{or\{member[image[t, w], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y]]]], not\{member[y, GROUPS]\], not\{member[composite[t, id[w]], binhom[composite[x, id[cart[w, w]], y]]\], not\{member[composite[x, id[cart[w, w]], GROUPS]\] = True} \]

\[ \text{In[6]} := \text{(}/.\{t \rightarrow \text{t_}, w \rightarrow \text{w_}, x \rightarrow \text{x_}, y \rightarrow \text{y_}\} /\text{. Equal} \rightarrow \text{SetDelayed}}} \]

Theorem. If \( t \) is a binary homomorphism from a group \( x \) to a group \( y \) and if \( w \) is the range of a subgroup of \( x \), then \( \text{image}[t, w] \) is the range of a subgroup of \( y \).
Lemma. The variable w can be eliminated. The funpart wrapper is used to convert an inverse image to a direct image.

Lemma. Eliminate the funpart wrapper. (This introduces a redundant literal.)

Finally, the redundant literal FUNCTION[t] is eliminated in the usual fashion.

Theorem. If t is a binary homomorphism from a group x to a group y, then IMAGE[t] conducts the class of ranges of subgroups of x to the class of ranges of subgroups of y.
In[25]:= SubstTest[and, implies[p, q], or[p, q], {p \rightarrow FUNCTION[t],
q \rightarrow or[not[member[t, binhom[x, y]]], not[member[x, GROUPS]],
not[member[y, GROUPS]],
subclass[image[IMAGE[t]], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[x]]]],
image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y]]]]]}

Out[25]= or[not[member[t, binhom[x, y]]], not[member[x, GROUPS]],
not[member[y, GROUPS]],
subclass[image[IMAGE[t]], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[x]]]],
image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y]]]] = True

In[27]:= or[not[member[t_, binhom[x_, y_]]], not[member[x_, GROUPS]], not[member[y_, GROUPS]],
subclass[image[IMAGE[t_], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[x_]]]],
image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y_]]]]] := True

The variable t can also be eliminated.

Theorem. Images of ranges of subgroups of a group x under binary homomorphisms from x to a group y are ranges of subgroups of y.

In[30]:= Map[equal[V, domain[#]] &,
SubstTest[reify, t, case[or[not[member[t, binhom[x, y]]], not[member[x, GROUPS]],
not[member[y, GROUPS]], subclass[image[IMAGE[t, u], v]],
{u \rightarrow image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[x]]]],
v \rightarrow image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y]]]]]]}

Out[30]= or[not[member[x, GROUPS]], not[member[y, GROUPS]], subclass[
image[IMG, cart[binhom[x, y], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[x]]]]],
image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y]]]]] = True

In[32]:= or[not[member[x_, GROUPS]], not[member[y_, GROUPS]], subclass[
image[IMG, cart[binhom[x_, y_], image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[x_]]]]],
image[IMAGE[SECOND], intersection[GROUPS, P[y_]]]]] := True